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Abstract
Many emerging applications based on wireless networks involve distributed
control. This implies high requirements on reliability, but also on predictable
maximum delay. Further, for applications, it is vital to use off-the-shelf components, both due to cost constraints and requirements on interoperability
with existing networks. This, in turn, implies that concurrent transmissions
and multiuser detection are seldom possible. Instead, half-duplex time-division
multiple access (TDMA) is typically used. Aiming to reduce the packet error
rate given a deadline (a set of TDMA time-slots), this thesis proposes a relaying scheme, which can be implemented on top of off-the-shelf components.
The relaying scheme selects the best sequence of relayers, given the number of
time-slots allowed by the deadline, such that the resulting error probability is
minimized at the targeted receiver(s). The scheme differs from existing work in
that it considers both unicast as well as broadcast and assumes that all nodes
can overhear each other, as opposed to separating source nodes, relay nodes
and destination nodes into three disjoint sets. A full analysis of the resulting
error probability is provided and complementary numerical results show that
the proposed relay sequencing strategy significantly improves reliability given
a certain maximum delay, or alternatively, reduces the delay, given a certain
target reliability requirement. To illustrate the performance improvements of
relay sequencing, it is incorporated in a platooning application. If the decision
regarding which relayer to assign in each time-slot can be taken online, just
before the transmission, much can be gained. To this end, a low-complexity
algorithm is developed, which is shown to be highly likely to find the optimal
combination of relaying nodes that minimizes the resulting error probability at
the targeted receiver(s). Data packets in wireless automation networks is typically small. To enable timely and reliable all-to-all broadcast in such systems,
relay sequencing using packet aggregation is proposed. The strategy assigns
relayers to time slots, as well as determines which packets to aggregate in each
slot, using the proposed low-complexity algorithm. To further increase the reliability, a clustering scheme is proposed. When a relayer in the sequence fails
to overhear a correct copy, a backup relayer in the cluster takes over. This
work thereby enables ultra-reliable communications with maintained end-toend delay using low-complexity techniques and off-the-shelf components.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
The recent advancement in wireless communications has revolutionized the
manner in which humans communicate. In the new generations of cooperative
embedded systems based on the concepts of Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS)
and Internet of Things (IoT), people, autonomous devices and the environment
will interact with each other. This, in turn, also escalates our demands on the
performance of communication networks, in particular regarding the timecritical or so called real-time constraints.
The real-time requirement implies that not only the result itself is of importance but also when in time it is presented. In real-time communications, each
message has a deadline to meet, and what happens when the deadline is missed
varies with applications. In an audio/video application, missing deadlines will
only result in a temporary lowered quality and any message that arrives later
than the deadline will simply be discarded. On the other hand, data from the
real-time system used to control the airbag in a car becomes useless if it arrives
after the car has already crashed. CPS is a type of distributed control systems,
and as such they are subject to real-time constraints, such that data arriving
late (after the deadline) is synonymous to erroneous data.

1.1

Timely and Reliable Applications in Wireless Networks

Applications requiring information interchanged in a timely and reliable manner are becoming ubiquitous. However, implementing these applications over
wireless networks is still a challenging task. Due to fading, a signal transmitted
on a wireless channel is more affected by interference than what is typical on
a wired channel. In addition, the signal strength is time varying and distance
dependent. Today’s wireless links are therefore more unreliable, more unpredictable and packets get lost or corrupted more frequently compared to, e.g.,
1
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Figure 1.1: Forming a road train of heavy duty vehicles enables considerable
fuel reductions.
wired field buses. The usual approach when packets are lost or corrupted, is to
retransmit them or to apply more powerful error control codes. However, the
deadline constraint limits excessive retransmissions. Concurrent requirement
on reliable and timely communications thereby constitutes an additional challenge that has not previously needed to be addressed for wireless networks.
In addition, data packets originating from sensors used in CPS are typically
small, which complicates the use of efficient error control strategies as these require large blocks of data to be encoded at the same time. Further, sensors are
often constrained in battery power, range, form factor and complexity. Hence
complex encoders and decoders, multiple antennas, or complex processing is
often not possible.
Control traffic with real-time constraints typically come in two favors: timetriggered and event-driven messages. Time-triggered messages are the foundation of many important distributed control applications and their performance
is generally improved by providing timely channel access, increased reliability,
increased update rate and/or reduced jitter. Jitter is the variation of the interarrival time between two successive periodic messages. When the jitter is zero,
all messages arrive periodically with the same inter-arrival time as the update
rate and the process becomes easier to control as all updates are regular. On
the other hand, the communication requirements of event-driven messages are
typically quite different, as jitter is of no interest, but instead a low response
time and of course high reliability and timely channel access such that deadlines can be kept. Event-driven messages are traditionally less common in the
area of distributed control systems. This is due to systems with event-based
sampling being much harder to analyze than systems with periodic sampling,
since the time varying nature of the closed loop system cannot be avoided [1].
Nonetheless, they are becoming more frequent since many emerging applications comes from systems of systems, where each subsystem is an intelligent
and/or autonomous system, as opposed to traditional control systems where
all intelligence is placed in a central controller.
Platooning is one such example, where events can be initiated from any
node in the distributed control system. Platoons of trucks constitute a first
step towards fully autonomous driving. By forming a road train of heavy duty
vehicles with small inter-vehicle gaps as illustrated in Fig. 1.1, platooning has
received much attention both from the research community and from the vehicle manufacturers as a promising method to lower the fuel consumption by
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reducing the air drag [2]. Platooning applications rely not only on in-vehicle
sensors, but also on inter-vehicle communications, where, e.g., the leading vehicle broadcasts information to the other members of the platoon to enable
automatic control of the speed of the trailing vehicles [3]. Excessive delays
may violate proper functionality of the platoon application or, alternatively,
the inter-vehicle gaps may have to be expanded to the point where fuel reductions are no longer possible. As concluded in [2], an inter-vehicle distance of as
low as 10 m is required to obtain benefits in fuel consumption; at a speed of
80 km/h, this distance implies a total delay (including both the control system
and the communication network) of less than 450 ms. Therefore, intra-platoon
communications generate delay-sensitive data traffic with high requirements
on reliability.
Further, there has been a growing trend of using wireless technologies in
the automation industry over the last few years [4]. The major motivation
for this trend is that wireless networks offer easier and less costly installation
and maintenance procedures than traditional wired ones. In addition, wireless solutions provide more flexibility as information can be gathered from
where it previously has been economically unfeasible with wired setups. Yet,
since erroneous packets and deadline misses can lead to damage of expensive
equipment or even danger to human life in certain critical situations, wireless networks must be able to fulfill all requirements that current wired field
buses do today, in terms of guarantee sufficient levels of reliability and timeliness. However, wireless communication links are degraded by many moving
and vibrating objects and metallic clutter found in industrial environments.
Therefore, providing both timeliness and reliability for wireless networks in
industrial settings is an important remaining challenge [4].
Scheduling transmitters to specific time slots is an approach generally used
in most existing wired industrial network. Since these existing networks are
too expensive to replace, wireless networks must be designed to co-exist with
wired networks. Hence, using a solution based on time division multiple access (TDMA) which assigns each time-slot exclusively to one transmitter, and
doing so on top of commercially available chipsets has many advances. In industrial automation, TDMA is often used on top of IEEE 802.15.4 [5], e.g. as
in WirelessHART [6] and ISA100.11a [7], to provide predictable channel access
delays. It should be noted that even though the channel access delay (i.e., the
delay until channel access is granted) is bounded with TDMA, the delay until a
message is successfully received (i.e., without errors) at its intended receiver(s)
is still unbounded. This is due to noise and interference encountered on the
wireless channels. Therefore, to reduce the delay until a message is successfully
received, it is not enough that the channel access delay is bounded – the reliability of each transmission (once granted) must also be maximized. The use
of open standards such as IEEE 802.15.4 will make customers less reluctant
to employ wireless solutions in their industrial applications, as it reduces the
risk of being locked in by one single equipment supplier.

4
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Real-time Constraints

A real-time system is characterized by interaction with some form of physical
system and therefore the result of its execution needs to be presented in a
timely fashion. This implies that it is not only the result itself that is of importance, but also when in time it is presented. Therefore, an application with
real-time requirements has one or more deadlines to meet, which is dictated
by the physical system it interacts with. Thus, in real-time communications,
a message needs to be delivered to its intended receiver(s) before a predefined
deadline [8] and late delivery of information, i.e., received after the deadline,
often has the same effect as lost or erroneous information. The consequences
of a missed deadline vary with application. Either it is critical that the message reaches its intended recipient(s) before a particular time instant as with
many event-driven messages, or the deadline simply means that the message
has expired and is no longer of interest, possibly due to a newer version now
being available as is often the case with time-triggered positioning messages.
For a real-time system used to control the airbag in a car, it does not matter if
a correct result is presented, i.e., the airbag is correctly triggered – if it is not
presented on time. In other cases, a missed deadline will only imply reduced
quality. If a hazard warning for an imminent traffic accident is not delivered
before the deadline (the actual crash) it is more severe than if a periodic position message misses its deadline (the generation of the next updated position
message).
Besides the level of importance, real-time messages are also classified as
having hard or soft deadlines, signifying the nature of the cost function of the
response time [8]. A message with a hard deadline becomes useless when the
deadline has passed, whereas with a soft deadline, the importance of the result
or the system performance degrades with time after the deadline has passed.
Periodic position messages typically have hard deadlines because it is useless
to transmit a position message if there is already another more recent position
message available to transmit. Hazard warnings, on the other hand, have soft
deadlines, even though the message as such is more critical. The reason is that
it is still relevant to inform about a hazard even if it is too late for the driver
to avoid the incident, since the problem might be mitigated by the driver or,
if an accident has already occurred, other drivers may be able to avoid the
hazard.
In this thesis, a probabilistic view of fulfilling the real-time constraints in
wireless networks is exploited, i.e., the aim is to provide a sufficiently high
probability of delivering correct information before the deadline. Different applications will have different requirements on the level of reliability needed.
In addition, an event-driven message will in general require a higher reliability level than a time-triggered message, unless the event triggers a message
which is repeated periodically. Similarly, a higher level of reliability can be
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required for a time-triggered message that missed its deadline in the previous
time period. This way, consecutive errors may be reduced.

1.3

Performance Measures

A central concept for information theory is the capacity C, characterized by
the maximum reliable throughput between two terminals, representing the
boundary between the physically possible and impossible [9]. However, for
wireless real-time communications, capacity or throughput is of less importance, since high reliability rather than high transmission rates is required.
Turning to research on real-time communications, the performance measure
“deadline miss ratio” is typically used, in which a lost message is regarded as
having infinite delay and hence this measure captures both the delay and the
probability of losing messages. Kaul et al. [10] identifies the age of periodic
messages as an important performance metric as it captures the effects of the
channel access delay, the packet error rate (PER), and the update rate – all in
one measure. In contrast, a predictable and low dissemination delay is often
considered for event-driven messages. The dissemination delay is defined as the
delay between event detection (e.g., the leading vehicle in a platoon detecting
an upcoming traffic jam) and the point in time when all receivers (the entire
platoon) successfully received the warning [11–13]. The dissemination delay
therefore includes both the channel access delay as well as the delay due to
packet errors and retransmissions. The predominating performance measure
used in this thesis is the reliability achieved just before the deadline.

1.4

Protocol Issues

In most application areas, practical constraints must be considered. Such constraints imply, e.g., that a particular protocol standard has to be used, or that
there are some constraints on complexity, form factor and the number of available antennas or that the location of the nodes is fixed by the application.
In applications with real-time constraints, the chosen medium access control
(MAC) method should provide predictable channel access delay. The role of
the MAC protocol in any given standard is to regulate access to the common
medium by dividing the resources among users. Based on the real-time criteria, MAC methods can be divided into random access and guaranteed access
schemes [14]. In the latter schemes, channel access is granted within a bounded
time-frame, which is not necessarily possible with a random access scheme.
A widely used example of random access scheme is the carrier sense multiple access (CSMA). Before initiating a transmission in CSMA, the sender
tries to detect whether another transmission is in progress or not by sensing
the channel during a predetermined listening period. If the channel is sensed

6
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busy, the node will defer its access. In the worst case, a packet with real-time
constraints could therefore be dropped before having an opportunity to access
the medium. In other words, the channel access delay is not upper-bounded.
Therefore, real-time deadlines cannot be guaranteed with CSMA.
Guaranteed access schemes avoid contention and resources can be reserved
in advance for each node. In TDMA for example, each node is assigned a
number of time-slots within a certain time period and channel access can be
made fair and predictable. For this reason, most distributed control applications use MAC methods based on TDMA to ensure an upper-bound on the
channel access delay and to minimize jitter. However, TDMA is a centralized
MAC method and thus some sort of central entity is required to divide the
time-slots among different users. In WirelessHART, this problem is solved by
pre-scheduling all time slots to specific transmitter-receiver pairs. The particular schedule used depends on the deadline and the period of the messages,
as well as the amount of redundancy required. Pre-scheduling also avoids the
problem of the central controller constituting a single point of failure. Although
scheduling and the specific choice of MAC method is out of the scope of this
thesis, it is important to note that the particular choice of MAC method affects
the channel access delay and also the amount of interference encountered once
channel access has been granted. However, even if the channel access delay
is bounded with TDMA, and the jitter can be set to zero, the delay until a
message is successfully received (i.e., without errors) is still unbounded (either since the message cannot be decoded in which case the decoding delay
is infinite, or in case of retransmissions, due to an arbitrary high number of
retransmissions taking place). Once timely access to the channel has been assured, maximizing the reliability becomes important. For traditional wireless
applications, this is done by using retransmissions, i.e., time diversity. For applications with real-time constraints this is less suitable. Other options include
frequency and space diversity. However, given that most commercial wireless
standards operate in the industrial, scientific and medicine (ISM) band, frequency diversity is often not possible. Similarly, space diversity, like multiple
input multiple output (MIMO) is not possible due to practical constraints
on complexity, energy, cost or form factor. Consequently, other methods to
improve reliability have to be used.

1.5

Relaying Strategies

In the last decade, cooperative communications or relaying networks have
drawn significant attention to research communities [15–19] as a promising
strategy to increase reliability, range or throughput. The key idea of cooperative schemes is to employ the assistance of relay nodes during the transmission
from the source node to the final destination, to gain higher diversity in wireless environments. In particular, a set of relayers is deployed to support the
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transmission in two separate phases. In the first phase, the source broadcasts
to both the destination and the relayers, while during the second phase, the
original transmission is repeated by the relayer(s) towards the final destination. As information is conveyed through multiple independent instantiations
of random attenuations, relaying provides spatial diversity, which is the single most important tool for reliable wireless communication [20]. Depending
on the processing capabilities at the relay nodes, relaying strategies can be
categorized into two main schemes: amplify-and-forward (AF) and decodeand-forward (DF). For the AF scheme, the information symbol received at
the relay node is simply amplified according to the adopted average transmit
power, before being forwarded to the destination node. On the other hand, the
DF strategy requires the relay to first attempt to decode the received signal,
then re-encode it and forward it to the final destination. When implementing
relaying in wireless distributed control systems, i.e., on top of standards such
as IEEE 802.11 or 802.15.4, only the DF scheme is feasible.
Using relayers in wireless networks enables higher throughput, increased
reliability or reduced delay. However, most of the prior studies in this field
have concentrated on the physical layer and Shannon rate regions, i.e., considering unbounded packet delays, continuous data flows and infinite symbol
lengths – all of which are not suitable for systems with real-time constraints.
Further, considering cooperative communications as forming many nodes into
cooperating groups, also introduces complex medium access interactions which
in some cases, require multi-user detection, if multiple relay signals are to be
efficiently combined. The Shannon limit for a general relay network is not
known due to the arduous task of modeling the interactions between all possible links [19, 21]. Therefore, current research has mainly focused on the selection of a single best relayer to bridge a given source-destination link, a.k.a
best relay selection strategies [22–25], to avoid the excessive use of resources.
However, the cooperative protocol proposed in [26] shows that by opportunistically selecting multiple relayers, all nodes in the network can attain significant
performance gains in terms of stable throughput. Moreover, when building
networks using commercially available hardware, concurrent transmissions by
multiple relayers are generally not possible. Instead one specific relayer needs
to be assigned to each transmission instant. If this simplification is used, the
potential benefits of cooperation between multiple relays can be realized.
Rather than assigning one particular relayer to each source-destination link,
this thesis introduces the relay sequencing scheme [27], which selects a sequence
of relayers given a set of time-slots. Relay sequencing can be demonstrated by
an example as shown in Fig. 1.2. Here we assume that a total of three time
slots are available for a particular packet, and the sequence of relayers that
have been selected in order to get a message from node 1 to node 7 is {1, 4, 2}.
Using the same sequence, a traditional multihop scheme would ignore the
transmissions from node 1 to nodes 2 and 7 in the first hop and from node 4
to node 7 in the second hop. Similarly, a conventional relay selection scheme
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Destination: Node 7
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Node 1 transmits in time-slot 1

1

7

2

6

Node 1 transmits in time-slot 1
Node 4 transmits in time-slot 2

Node 4 transmits in time-slot 2
Node 2 transmits in time-slot 3

Figure 1.2: A demonstration of the proposed relaying scheme.
would ignore the transmissions between node 4 and node 2. In contrast, a
relay sequencing scheme takes into account all possible transmissions between
all nodes and fully exploit the broadcast nature of wireless communications to
attain higher reliability.

1.6

Problem Formulation

Existing wireless system suffers from a number of practical constraints:
(1) Application data need not only to be reliable, but also timely. Timing
therefore represents a functional requirement which implies that late data
are synonymous with erroneous data.
(2) Sensor data are typically small, and efficient error control strategies require
large blocks of data to be encoded at the same time.
(3) Information originators such as sensors are often constrained in battery
power, range, form factor and complexity. Hence complex encoders and
decoders, multiple antennas, or complex processing is often not possible.
(4) Scheduling data to specific time-slots is an approach generally used in
most existing wired network. Since these existing networks are too expensive to replace, wireless networks must be designed to co-exist with wired
networks. Hence, using a solution which assigns each time-slot exclusively
to one transmitter, and doing so on top of commercially available chipsets
has many advances.
To address these issues, the work in this thesis focuses on relay sequencing to
increase the reliability of data from e.g., distributed control systems before a
given deadline in terms of a set of time-slots.
Existing research on the relay assignment problem has mainly considered
achievable data rate as the sole performance measure [28–32] and very few
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publications consider relaying for delay-sensitive applications. To this end,
the focus of current literature is mainly on the selection of a single relayer
to support a given source-destination link, and performance gains in terms of
throughput and delay. In [33], a time-slotted scheduling problem is introduced,
in which relay nodes overhear each other and are assigned to minimize the
average number of packets missing their deadlines. However, only approximate
solutions are applied. The assumption that all nodes may overhear each other
implies that Shannon’s channel capacity is not directly applicable and also
that the algorithm is quite complex for large networks.
By simplifying the model of a relay network, relay sequencing is introduced as a time-slotted relay-assigning problem where relay nodes intermittently overhear each other. Accordingly, this thesis proposes relay sequencing
to fulfill the constraints in wireless real-time applications. It addresses three
main questions:
1. What is the probability of error of relay sequencing for broadcast and
unicast scenarios?
2. How can the probability of successful message delivery be increased,
without causing additional delays?
3. How can the proposed approach be incorporated into reasonably low
complexity solutions?

1.7

Contributions

This work proposes relay sequencing, including full analyses of the resulting
error probability and delay. It differs from existing works in that it considers
both unicast as well as broadcast and assumes that all nodes can overhear
each other (i.e., nodes are within range but channels can be in outage due to
fading), as opposed to separating source nodes, relay nodes and destination
nodes into three disjoint sets, which is generally not the case in most wireless
networks. The proposed relaying scheme is not only suitable for platooning
(line network) but also for general ad hoc networks and distributed control
applications applied in confined areas, which require reliabilities in terms of
block error rates in the order of 10−9 , with an acceptable complexity.
In Chapter 3, the probability of error of relay sequencing is derived. Assuming that each message is supported by a set of time-slots for increased
reliability, the problem of how to maximize the reliability of real-time messages given a fixed deadline, can be reformulated into how to make best use of
a set of available time-slots. For each information flow, whether it is broadcast
or unicast, with one or several hops, an optimal sequence of relayers is provided, which maximizes the reliability at the targeted receiver(s) before a given
deadline (or, alternatively, minimizes the latency given a certain target error
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rate). Note that the sequence is only optimal given a certain channel state.
However, given the analysis on channel estimation inaccuracies provided in
Chapter 3, it can be concluded that the selected sequence is mainly affected
by a mismatch in pathloss – not in the small scale fading estimate, and thereby
it is possible to select the sequence offline for static wireless networks. This
contribution addresses practical constraint 1 (maximizing reliability within a
given time frame), 3 (off-line scheduling to reduce complexity) and 4 (one
transmitter scheduled in each time-slot).
In Chapter 4, the idea of relay sequencing is elaborated on in the context of
timely and reliable applications. Consider a practical use case such as platooning which needs timely exchange of messages to be safe, yet fuel-efficient. The
platooning application uses a line network and co-existence of periodic position
messages as well as dissemination of hazard warnings. The thesis proposes a
method to convey the relay sequence to the involved relayers, a way for eventbased relaying to co-exist with periodic, static traffic and a low-complexity algorithm which enables the relay sequence to be selected online. The proposed
low-complexity algorithm, which inherits the idea of ant-colony optimization
and simulated annealing, is very likely to find the optimal combination of relaying nodes such that they can be assigned to appropriate time-slots online.
This contribution thereby addresses practical constraint 3 (low complexity relay sequencing) and 4 (implementation made possible on top of commercially
available chipsets).
The major contribution of Chapter 5 is a relaying strategy with packet
aggregation suitable for co-existing information flows in all-to-all broadcast,
subject to the constraint on timeliness and reliability. The strategy assigns
relayers to slots, as well as determines which packets to aggregate in each slot,
using the low-complexity algorithm from Chapter 4. A theoretical analysis
is derived to characterize the reliability of the proposed scheme. The closedform expressions are then used to select relayers and packets to aggregate,
using both exhaustive search, for small examples, as well as lower complexity
memory-based heuristics and greedy search. The contribution addresses practical constraint 1 (maximizing reliability within a given time frame), 2 (constructing longer blocks of data thereby enabling the use of efficient encoders)
and 4 (one transmitter scheduled in each time-slot).
One major drawback of the proposed relay sequencing scheme is that a
relayer remains silent if it cannot decode the transmitted message correctly
before its turn to transmit, and thus, the assigned time-slot is wasted. To
overcome this drawback, a clustering scheme is proposed in Chapter 6, which
represents a backup strategy where another relay node can take over. Accordingly, closed-form expressions of the probability of error are derived. The
numerical results show that this clustering scheme significantly enhances the
reliability without introducing any additional time-slot. This contribution addresses practical constraint 1 (maximizing reliability within a given time frame)
and 4 (one transmitter scheduled in each time-slot).
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The work on relay sequencing presented in this thesis thereby addresses
all the derived research questions as well as most of the requirements and
constraints of distributed control applications in need of timely and reliable
wireless communications using low complexity techniques and off-the-shelfcomponents.

Chapter 2

System Model
We consider an intermittent fully connected wireless network, consisting of
N nodes as shown in Fig. 2.1. The TDMA approach is deployed to avoid
mutual interference, i.e., time is slotted and one time-slot is adequate to convey
at least one packet. The channel coefficient gij between any pair of nodes
(i, j) is independent but not identical distributed (i.n.i.d.) and characterized
by its probability density function fgij (gij ). Every node transmits with the
power Pt , while the noise power level is N0 at each node. Defining θth as the
correct decoding threshold, the probability pij (as represented by the direct
link between nodes i and j in Fig. 2.1) that a message sent directly from node
i cannot be successfully decoded at node j is derived as [34]:
q

γij N0
"
# Zθth f
gij
2
Pt
Pt |gij |
q
pij = Pr
dγij .
(2.1)
≤ θth =
γij Pt
N0
2
0
N0
P |g |2

by substituting γij = t Nij
. Note that pij ≈ 1 when the direct link between
0
node i and j is totally unreliable. Although the channel gain and the additive
noise processes are assumed to be stationary for the whole time-slot, they vary
from time-slot to time-slot.
Suppose that a packet transmitted from a source node S to the destination D is assigned a number of K time-slots. The value of K depends on
the requirements on delay and reliability for that particular type of packet.
Depending on the type of application, the number of time-slots assigned to
a particular packet is either decided offline, e.g., for some periodic real-time
traffic, or online, e.g., for event-driven, prioritized data. Denote htk i0≤k≤K−1
as the sequence of time-slots, with respective to the sequence hRk i0≤k≤K−1 of
relay nodes, being used to transmit the packet from source node S to destination node D. The first time-slot t0 in the sequence is always allocated to the
source node S (the message originator or relay node R0 ) and the remaining
13
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Figure 2.1: An intermittent fully connected network consisting of N nodes.
K − 1 time-slots are dedicated for relaying, noting that the source node and
the relay nodes in previous time-slots can be reused. In a distributed network,
the source node selects the relay nodes, and communicates this decision together with the packet in the first time-slot. After overhearing in the time-slots
t0 , t1 , . . . , tk−1 , the assigned node Rk relays the overheard packet in time-slot
tk or, if it did not manage to overhear the message, remains quiet.

Chapter 3

Relay Sequencing
Considering the wireless network introduced in the previous Chapter, our aim
is to select the optimal members of the sequence of relay nodes, given a certain
limited number of K time-slots.

3.1

Analysis on the Probability of Error

In this section, the probability that one packet originating from node S and
aimed for node D is assigned K time-slots and at the end D cannot receive a
correct copy of it, is derived. Define:
• ek as the event taking place in time-slot tk ,

1 if Rk transmits in time-slot tk ,
ek =
0 if Rk remains quiet in time-slot tk ;
• hel ih≤l≤k as the sequence of events that take place in time-slots th , th+1 ,
. . . , tk ;
• R0 = S and RK = D.

3.1.1

Sequence of Unique Relayers

n
o
Denoting Φk = ∀l 0 ≤ l ≤ k − 1, el = 1 , the probability that relay Rk transmits or remains quiet in its allocated time-slot, conditioning on hel i0≤l≤k−1 ,
is determined as follows:
h
i
Y
Pr ek = 1 hel i0≤l≤k−1 = 1 −
pRl Rk ,
(3.1)
l∈Φk

h

i

Pr ek = 0 hel i0≤l≤k−1 =

Y
l∈Φk

15

pRl Rk .

(3.2)
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Applying the chain rule, the event eK = 0, i.e the destination cannot receive
the packet after K transmission attempts, has the probability
Pr [eK = 0] =

i K−1
h
h
i
Y
Pr eK = 0 hek i0≤k≤K−1
Pr ek hel i0≤l≤k−1 .

X

∀heh i1≤h≤K−1

k=1

∈{0,1}K−1

(3.3)
n
o
Denoting Θl:k = ∀u l ≤ u ≤ k, eu = 0 and substituting (3.1) and (3.2) into
(3.3), we get [13]
!
Y
X
Y
(3.4)
p Ru Rl .
Pr [eK = 0] =
pRl Rk 1 −
∀heh i1≤h≤K−1
∈{0,1}K−1

∀l∈ΦK
k∈Θl+1:K

u∈Φl

This probability of error can be minimized by selecting a specific sequence
of relayers. However, the expression in (3.4) assumes that each relay node is
unique, i.e., the source and all relayers can only be used once, and there are as
many unique transmitters as there are time-slots. For some networks, in particular line networks, this sequence is optimal when the number of time-slots
is low. However, for more complex networks, the sequence with unique relayers
is not necessarily optimal. Similarly, the more time-slots that are allowed, the
more likely a sequence with duplicate relayers is needed.

3.1.2

General Sequence

When the sequence of relayers contains duplicates, the analysis is more complicated. Define Λ(k) < k such that tΛ(k) is the immediate previous timeslot prior to tk when node Rk is used to relay the packet, i.e., Rk = RΛ(k) ;
Λ(k) = −1 if k is the first time that Rk appears in the sequence hRk i0≤k≤K−1 ,
and thus e−1 = 0. The relationship between tk , Rk and Λ(k) can be illustrated
by an example as shown in Fig. 3.1. Suppose that the packet transmitting
from source node 1 to destination node 5 is assigned 7 time-slots t0 , t1 , . . .,
t6 . Given that the chosen sequence of relay nodes is {1, 2, 3, 4, 3, 4, 4} then
Λ(0) = Λ(1) = Λ(2) = Λ(3) = −1 by definition. Further, Λ(4) = 2 as node 3
is used both in time-slots t2 and t4 . Finally, Λ(5) = 3 and Λ(6) = 5 as node 4
is used in time-slots t3 , t5 and t6 .
The relay node Rk remains quiet in time-slot tk if and only if Rk has not
received any correct copy of the packet after overhearing in the k previously
allocated time-slots, including time-slot t0 . On the other hand, if node Rk has
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Figure 3.1: An example illustrating the notation in conjunction with the allocation of time-slots.
successfully received at least one correct copy of the packet before time-slot
tΛ(k) , it must transmit the packet also in time-slot tk ,
h
i
Pr ek = 0 hel i0≤l≤k−1 , eΛ(k) = 1 = 0
(3.5)
h
i
and Pr ek = 1 hel i0≤l≤k−1 , eΛ(k) = 1 = 1.
(3.6)
However, if Rk did not receive a correct copy of the packet before tΛ(k) , it still
has opportunities by listening in time-slots tΛ(k)+1 , tΛ(k)+2 , . . ., tk−1 and thus,
i
h
i
h
Pr ek = 0 hel i0≤l≤k−1 , eΛ(k) = 0 = Pr ek = 0 hel iΛ(k)+1≤l≤k−1
=

k−1
Y



pRl Rk

 el

(3.7)

,

l=Λ(k)+1

h
i
h
i
Pr ek = 1 hel i0≤l≤k−1 , eΛ(k) = 0 = Pr ek = 1 hel iΛ(k)+1≤l≤k−1
=1−

k−1
Y



pRl Rk

 el

.

(3.8)

l=Λ(k)+1

It should be noted that, if Rk is scheduled for two subsequent time-slots, it
either transmits or remains quiet in both,
h
i
Pr ek = eΛ(k) Λ(k) = k − 1, k 6= 0 = 1
(3.9)
h
i
and Pr ek 6= eΛ(k) Λ(k) = k − 1, k 6= 0 = 0.
(3.10)
All eqs. (3.5) to (3.10) can be expressed and substituted by the equation below:
h
i
Pr ek hel i0≤l≤k−1 =

k−1
Y



pRl Rk

el (1−eΛ(k) )

− ek − eΛ(k) .

(3.11)

l=Λ(k)+1

Using the expression in (3.11) and applying the chain rule (3.3), the probability of erroneous delivery, i.e., the event that the destination cannot receive
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at least one correct copy of the packet after K transmission attempts, can be
derived as follows [27]
X

K−1
Y

k−1
Y

∀heh i1≤h≤K−1

k=1

l=Λ(k)+1

Pr [eK = 0] =



pRl Rk

el (1−eΛ(k) )

− ek − eΛ(k)

∈{0,1}K−1
K−1
Y



pRj D

ej (1−eΛ(K) )

− eΛ(K) . (3.12)

j=Λ(K)+1

Eq. (3.12) can be used to determine the optimal sequence of relayers, both
for unicast and broadcast. For the unicast scenario, the resulting probability
of error at the destination given a certain number of time-slots can be calculated from (3.12), or alternatively, (3.12) can be used to calculate the delay, in
terms of time-slots, required to achieve a certain target error probability. For
broadcasting, (3.12) can be used to calculate the probability that all nodes receive at least one correct copy of the packet. The objective can be to maximize
the probability that all nodes successfully receive the broadcast message, or
alternatively, to minimize probability of error at the worst receiver.

3.2

Unicast

In unicast, the destination node D is not used to relay the packet and instead
it appears only once at the end of the relay sequence. Therefore, (3.12) can be
rewritten as follows:
Pr [eK = 0] = pSD

K−1
Y 

X
∀heh i1≤h≤K−1

pRk D

ek

k=1

∈{0,1}K−1
k−1
Y



pRl Rk

el (1−eΛ(k) )

− ek − eΛ(k) . (3.13)

l=Λ(k)+1

When relay Rk 6= S is assigned to transmit not only in time-slot tk but also in
a previous time-slot tΛ(k) , Rk does not gain any information in time-slot tΛ(k) ,
and thus for Λ(k) ≥ 1 we get:
h
i h
i
h
i
Pr ek heh i0≤h≤k−1 Pr eΛ(k) hel i0≤l≤Λ(k)−1 = Pr ek heh i0≤h≤k−1,h6=Λ(k) ,
(3.14)
i.e., Pr [eK = 0] loses one factor in each summand and thus, becomes larger.
Therefore, reusing a previous relayer, except the source node S, is not optimal
for unicast when N  K. Moreover, it can be seen from (3.13) that reusing
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Figure 3.2: Illustration of the line network of six nodes.
node S gains most benefit when S repeatedly retransmits in the earliest timeslots. For instance, for R1 , R2 6= S, consider two sequences {S, R1 , S, R2 , D}
and {S, S, R1 , R2 , D}. The latter one is better as relay R1 has one more chance
to receive the packet from S before its turn to transmit.

3.2.1

Numerical Results

We use the parameter setting suggested by the empirical results in [35], i.e.
N0 = −99 dBm, and θth = 11 dB for QPSK modulation and code rate 3/4.
For any pair of nodes (i, j), we assume a channel with Nakagami-m fading,
together with additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). The channel gain gij is
characterized by an i.n.i.d Nakagami-m distribution, which has the probability
density function as follows:
!
m
2m −1
2
2mij ij gij ij
mij gij
(3.15)
exp −
fgij (gij ) =
m
ωij
ωij ij Γ(mij )
2
where ωij = E{gij
}=

Pt
ζ
dijP L

, dij is the distance between node i and node j, ζP L

the path-loss, and Γ(mij ) the Gamma function. Here the pathloss exponent
ζP L = 3 and the transmit power Pt = 1 mW are used. These are all parameters
needed for (2.1) to get pij . This distribution represents a wide range of channels
experiencing multipath fading, e.g., the Rayleigh distribution is obtained by
setting mij = 1. The Nakagami-m distribution fits well with land-mobile and
indoor-mobile multipath propagation, as well as ionospheric radio links [34].
Firstly, we consider a network of six nodes where all nodes are in a straight
line but with uneven distances, and mij = 0.5, ∀i, j. The distances from node 1
to node j = 2; 3; 4; 5; 6 are 100; 300; 400; 800; 1000 meters, respectively, as
shown in Fig. 3.2. These irregular distances have been selected on purpose,
to better highlight the benefits of different relay positions. Fig. 3.3 shows the
probability that a message, sent from node 1, cannot be decoded successfully
at node 6, as a function of the number of time-slots derived by using (3.13).
Due to the simplicity of (3.13), it is possible to find the optimal combination
of relay nodes, by using Exhaustive Search (ES) for a small number of timeslots. In Fig. 3.3, we compare the benefit of using the best sequence of relayers
found by ES to that of three others: “Without Cooperation”, “Best Relay Selection”, and “Greedy Search” (GS). Here “Without Cooperation” means that
the source, node 1, uses all available time-slots. “Best Relay Selection” is a
well-studied scheme in which the relay that best bridges the source and the
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Figure 3.3: Performance at node 6, when node 1 is the source, comparing ES,
GS, “Best Relay Selection” and “Without Cooperation” schemes.
destination is used, i.e., packets overheard between relayers are ignored. GS
selects the best relayer for each time-slot independently. To verify the correctness of eqs. (3.5) to (3.12), Monte-Carlo simulations are also conducted, in
which the relayers are selected by means of either ES or GS, and thereafter
5 × 107 channel realizations using MATLAB are run. It can be seen in the
figure that the analytical expressions match the simulations. In Fig. 3.3 we
can also see that given six time-slots, the transmissions between the two ends
of the line network can attain a probability of error less than 10−3 using the
proposed ES strategy. Note that with this network setup, it is most of the
time not possible for node 1 to communicate directly with node 6. Without
cooperation, the additional time-slots imply only a minor improvement. The
conventional “Best Relay Selection” is equivalent to relay sequencing scheme,
given up to two time-slots. ES strategy minimizes the number of time-slots
required to achieve a certain target reliability. When the number of time-slots
allowed exceeds three, ES outperforms GS in the probability of error.
The probability of error for unicast when transmitting messages from each
of the source nodes to one common destination, node 6, using ES, is represented
as different curves (one for each source as sender) in Fig. 3.4. The results show
that the best option for node 5 to reach node 6 is to not cooperate, but keep
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Figure 3.4: Performance of the unicast scenario in the network in Fig. 3.2.
retransmitting itself in all available time-slots. This can be explained from
(3.13) given K time-slots, for each summand Qe of the total sum
Qe = pSD

K−1
Y 
k=1

pRk D

 ek

k−1
Y


el (1−eΛ(k) )
pRl Rk
− ek − eΛ(k)

(3.16)

l=Λ(k)+1

When K = 2, since node 5 is the nearest node to the destination, p56 <
pi6 , ∀i < 5, Qe is minimum when R1 = 5. For K > 2, assuming that R0 =
R1 = . . . = RK−1 = 5, Qe is minimum when RK = 5. Therefore, by induction,
the best strategy for node 5, or the nearest node to the destination, is to not
cooperate, but retransmit in all available time-slots.
In Fig. 3.5, we compare the performance of unicast in a line network of six
nodes for different settings. The distance between the source, node 1, and the
destination, node 6, is 1000 meters. The four relayers are either evenly spread
between the source and the destination, or all of them are in the middle,
midway between the source and the destination, or all are 100 m away from
the source (“near source” setting), or 100 m away from the destination (“near
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Figure 3.5: Performance of the unicast scenario in line networks of 6 nodes
with different settings.
destination” setting). For K > 5, the “near destination” setting performs best,
and this can be explained by rearranging (3.13) as follows
Pr [eK = 0] =

X

pSD

∀heh i1≤h≤K−2

K−2
Y

pRk D

 ek

k=1

k−1
Y



pRl Rk

el (1−eΛ(k) )

l=Λ(k)+1

∈{0,1}K−2

"
− ek − eΛ(k)
×

pRK−1 D + (1 − eΛ(k) )
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, Pr [eK = 0] is minimum when pRK−1 D
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Figure 3.6: Performance of the broadcast scenario in the network in Fig. 3.2
with different transmitters.

3.3

Broadcast

In broadcasting from one node S to the whole network, the probability pB
that all nodes successfully receive the broadcast message is as follows:
pB = Pr [eK = 1, ∀D ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N } \ S ] =

N
Y

(1 − Pr [eK = 0]),

(3.18)

D=1
D6=S

in which Pr [eK = 0] is calculated using (3.12). Another strategy is to minimize
the worst case probability of error, i.e., by considering the minimax problem
min max Pr [eK = 0].
D

3.3.1

Numerical Results

Fig. 3.6 illustrates the resulting probability of error when broadcasting messages from one node to all other nodes in the network depicted in Fig. 3.2. Here
we use the minimax strategy. We can see that for this specific setting, messages
originating from node 5 have the highest probability to reach all other nodes
when more than three time-slots are available, as it has a beneficial position
in close proximity to several strategic neighbors.
Finally, we consider a regular grid network of nine nodes ordered 3 × 3
and numbered row-wise starting from the top-left corner as shown in Fig. 3.7.
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Figure 3.7: Illustration of the 3 × 3 grid network.
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Figure 3.8: Performance of the broadcast scenario in the grid network, with
different broadcasters.
The distance between two adjacent nodes is 200 m. Due to the symmetry of
this setting, there are three groups of broadcasters having the same performance (1, 3, 7, 9), (2, 4, 6, 8) and (5). In Fig. 3.8, the probability of error in
broadcasting from one node in each group is shown. Being in the center of
this specific grid, node 5 is the best broadcasters among the nine nodes of the
network. With node 1 being the message originator, the selected relay nodes
are {1, 1, 5, 8, 7} for five and {1, 1, 2, 5, 6, 2} for six time-slots.

3.4. CHANNEL INACCURACY

3.4
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Channel Inaccuracy

The channel conditions in wireless communication system may vary with time,
and very often do not tightly match the channel estimations. Therefore, in this
section, experiments are conducted to test whether the proposed relay sequencing scheme is robust against inaccurate channel estimations or not. We consider
a regular line network of 11 nodes where the distance between two adjacent
nodes is 50 meters, in four settings: {ζP L = 4, mij = 1}; {ζP L = 4, mij = 1.5};
{ζP L = 3.5, mij = 1} and {ζP L = 3.5, mij = 1.5}, as shown in Fig. 3.9.
Here ES is used to find the optimal sequence of relayers for each setting.
Further, the estimated-to-be-optimal sequence in one scenario is applied in
the other scenarios, to investigate the cases denoted “Inaccuracy 1,2,3”. For
example, given the scenario in Fig. 3.10a with {ζP L = 4, mij = 1}, we use
the sequence which is optimal in scenario {ζP L = 4, mij = 1.5}, resulting
in “Inaccuracy 1” in Fig. 3.10a. If we use the optimal sequence in scenario
{ζP L = 3.5, mij = 1} and {ζP L = 3.5, mij = 1.5} when in reality the current
channel is {ζP L = 4, mij = 1}, we get the results represented by “Inaccuracy 2”
and “Inaccuracy 3”, respectively, in Fig. 3.10a. From Fig. 3.10, we can see that
“Inaccuracy 1” always matches the optimal results, which implies that the proposed relay sequencing scheme is robust if the estimation inaccuracy concerns
the Nakagami-m factor, but not when the pathloss is concerned. Consequently,
small-scale fading is tolerable, but not large-scale fading.

3.5

Summary

In this chapter, a relay sequencing strategy was proposed and evaluated, which
minimizes the error probability at the targeted receiver(s). Analytical expressions for how to select the best sequence of relayers among all nodes in the
network were derived for unicast as well as broadcast. Numerical results show
significant improvements using relay sequencing as compared to a scheme without cooperation, a scheme using best relay selection, or a scheme in which
the best relayer is selected for each time-slot independently. Relay sequencing
provides more reliable message delivery given a fixed number of time-slots,
or alternatively, it can be used to calculate the minimum delay, in terms of
time-slots, required to achieve a certain target error probability. Finally, a sensitivity analysis of relay sequencing in terms of channel estimation errors was
conducted.
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Figure 3.9: Illustration of a regular line network in which the distance between
two adjacent nodes is 50 m.

(a) ζP L = 4, mij = 1

(b) ζP L = 4, mij = 1.5

(c) ζP L = 3.5, mij = 1

(d) ζP L = 3.5, mij = 1.5

Figure 3.10: Performance of the unicast scenario in a regular line network of
11 nodes in case of inaccurate channel estimation.

Chapter 4

Practical Implications and
Constraints
In this chapter, relay sequencing is employed in platooning as an example
application to highlight the impact of the performance improvement and to
show how the algorithms can be incorporated into a full protocol, including
a specific network topology and a channel model. Further, the implications
of relaying in industrial networks are discussed and the importance of a low
complexity sequence selecting strategy is highlighted. Finally, a low-complexity
algorithm is proposed, which is very likely to find the optimal relay sequence
such that relay nodes can be assigned to appropriate time-slots online.

4.1

Platooning as a Use Case

By forming a road train of heavy duty vehicles with small inter-vehicle gaps,
platooning can lower the fuel consumption by reducing the air drag [2]. To
achieve this, in-vehicle sensors are used together with inter-vehicle communications. Platooning is thus one example in a set of applications and services enabled by cooperative intelligent transport systems (C-ITS). Many C-ITS based
applications will use IEEE 802.11p [36] for short to medium range communications in vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs). IEEE 802.11p uses CSMA,
which has been shown to have problems with unbounded channel access delay
and multiple consecutive packet drops [37,38]. One way to tackle this is through
different congestion control mechanisms, e.g., [39–41]. However, while congestion control may increase the probability of timely channel access, guarantees
on the maximal delay can still not be provided. European standardization on
C-ITS specifies two types of messages: time-triggered cooperative awareness
messages [42], so-called beacons, and event-driven notification messages [43].
Events may originate not only from the central control unit (usually the lead27
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ing vehicle in a platoon) but also from other members of the platoon, e.g., if
a vehicle malfunctions and needs to perform emergency breaking. Depending
on the type of event, the resulting message could either target a specific receiver within the platoon, e.g., an emergency breaking message targeting the
last vehicle in the platoon which needs to start braking first, or inform all
members of the platoon, e.g., the central control unit adjusting the beacon
update rate. Beacons and event-driven messages must likely co-exist on the
same channel, without degrading the performance of each other. Coexistence
strategies for beacons and event-driven messages have therefore been considered in [11–13, 44] for platooning applications. However, all existing strategies
aim to keep the overall network load of beacons below a certain threshold such
that a large part of the bandwidth is made available for flooding event-driven
messages. In this context we adopt the use of TDMA on top of CSMA and
a hyperframe structure, such that all platoon members broadcast their beacons once in each hyperframe. This yields a bounded channel access delay for
beacons, which results in a message age only depending on the beacon update
rate and the packet error rate, as the jitter can be set to zero. Further, given
a certain number of available time-slots, e.g., the set available in-between two
successive beacon slots in the hyperframe, we use relay sequencing to ensure a
high reliability of all event-driven messages. Using a fixed set of time-slots for
each type of event, the resulting error probability can be assessed for unicast
as well as broadcast. The proposed dissemination policy significantly enhances
the reliability for a given number of available time-slots, or alternatively, reduces the delay, in terms of time-slots, required to achieve a certain target error
probability, without degrading the performance of co-existing time-triggered
messages.
To evaluate our framework, we use the channel characteristics suggested by
the empirical results in [45]. The channels are represented by the pathloss exponent ζP L = 2.32 and a distance-dependent parameter mij in the Nakagamim distribution. For the pathloss, we use the free space path gain model as
suggested in [46]. Further, we use the parameters suggested in [35] and [36],
i.e., transmit power Pt = 20 dBm, noise floor −99 dBm and decoding threshold 11 dB for QPSK modulation and code rate 3/4. The antenna-to-antenna
distance between two subsequent vehicles is 25 meters, corresponding to an
average truck length of about 18 meters.

4.1.1

Time-Triggered Messages

Using TDMA and adopting a periodic hyperframe structure ensures that all
members broadcast their beacons once in each hyperframe. Consider a platoon
consisting of N vehicles, labeled by the integers 1, 2, . . . , N , communicating
through an ad hoc network as shown in Fig. 4.1. We assume that a subset
of the available time slots is dedicated to periodic beacon messages. Each
such message needs to be received reliably at least by the vehicle immediately
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Figure 4.1: Hyperframe structure for a platoon of N trucks.
behind, but likely also by the vehicle in front. If a high update rate can be
kept, this implies a shorter inter-vehicle distance (i.e., better performance).
As stated above, the age of periodic status updates in vehicular networks has
been outlined as an important performance metric [10, 47] as it captures the
effects of channel access delay, packet error rate, and beacon update rate – all
in one measure. We define the data age as the duration from the generation
instance of the last correctly received beacon from a specific node, to the next
beacon generation instance correctly received from the same node. If one timeslot is scheduled for each platoon member in each message period, the jitter
is zero and the channel access delay is known and constant, Fig. 4.1. If the
beacon update rate changes, the message period will change and thus the slot
assignment and the hyperframe length needs to be updated. This is done by the
platoon leader issuing an event-driven message targeting all platoon members,
which contains the new slot assignment for time-triggered messages.
Define X as the number of consecutive times that the beacon transmitted
from vehicle i to vehicle j fails before the first success. X is thus characterized
by the geometric distribution
Pr [X = x] = (pij )x (1 − pij ),

(4.1)

and the probability that the number of consecutive failures does not exceed x
is:
Pr [X ≤ x] = 1 − (pij )x+1 .

(4.2)

Using beacons such as in Fig. 4.1, the average message age depends only on the
beacon update rate and the packet error rate. Denoting Ib as the beacon period,
Ib
, i.e., the mean of the geometric distribution.
the average message age is 1−p
ij
l
m
Further, with probability ρ, the maximum message age is Ib logpij (1 − ρ)
where d.e represents the ceiling function which indicates the least integer that
is greater than or equal to its argument. Assuming a platoon of 12 members
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Figure 4.2: Illustration of broadcasting from node 4 to all other nodes in a
platoon of 12 members.
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Figure 4.3: Average message age of the beacon originating from node 4 reaching
all others in a platoon of 12 members.
and using the beacon update rate of 10 Hz, i.e., one periodic message is sent
from each vehicle every Ib = 100 ms, the average message age of the beacon
broadcasted by vehicle number 4 is as shown in Fig. 4.3. Moreover, with probability 0.99999, the maximum message ages of the beacon transmitted from
node 4 to all other nodes in the platoon are represented in Fig. 4.4. Note that
the Nakagami-m value changes are clearly visible for node 1, node 7, and node
12 following the channel model suggested in [45].

4.1.2

Event-driven messages

If a subset of all available time-slots is reserved for periodic beacons, the remainder of the slots in a cyclic hyperframe can be used for disseminating
event-driven messages. The total number of time-slots available for dissemination thus depends on the number of platoon members, the beacon up-date-rate
and the size of the messages/time-slots. To minimize the delay until dissem-
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Figure 4.4: Maximum message age, with probability 0.99999, of the beacon
originating from node 4 reaching all others in a platoon of 12 members.
ination of event-driven messages can commence, we let the time-slots used
for beacons be evenly distributed within the hyperframe [11–13] as shown in
Fig. 4.1. This can be done without loss of performance in terms of message age
for periodic messages. We consider two types of event-driven messages. The
first type is a message that needs to be propagated from one end of the platoon
to the other end. The second type is a message that originates from one node
and needs to be received by the entire platoon. Note that the message itself
can originate from any platoon member.
In platooning, the dissemination delay, i.e., the delay between event detection (e.g., the leading vehicle in the platoon detecting an upcoming traffic
jam) and the point in time when the entire platoon successfully received the
warning, is particularly important. The aim here is to maximize the probability that the intended destination(s) correctly receive(s) each event-driven
message, given a certain limited number of time slots that can be used for
dissemination.
In each slot, not occupied by a beacon or an already initiated dissemination
of an event-driven message, a specific vehicle (scheduled according to roundrobin) is allowed to initiate dissemination of its event-driven message as shown
in Fig. 4.5. Each such event-driven message, transmitted from a source node
(message originator) to its final destination(s), is pre-assigned a set of K time-
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Figure 4.5: Eight vehicles are assigned slots for initiation of event-driven messages scheduled according to round robin. In this example, only vehicle 3 utilizes its opportunity.
slots where the value of K depends on the application requirements on delay
and reliability for that particular type of event. By using relay sequencing,
the optimal sequence of relayers is selected given K time-slots. The K slots
can be granted consecutively after the event initiation since other vehicles, despite being scheduled for possible initiation of its own event-driven messages
in a certain time-slot, are not allowed to interrupt an ongoing dissemination
or periodic beacon. Note that the unicast algorithm should be used for eventdriven messages that need to be propagated to a specific receiver, whereas
the broadcast algorithm targets a message that needs to be received by the
entire platoon. Finally, note that new relay nodes need to be selected using
the broadcast or the unicast algorithm whenever something happens that affects the channel coefficients pij , e.g., when the platoon speed or intra-platoon
distances change, or the slot assignment, e.g., the number of platoon members
changes or the beacon frequency changes.
The total dissemination delay until a target probability of error has been
achieved depends on the channel access delay and the number of time-slots
required. Once channel access is granted, the message dissemination delay depends only on the number of time-slots required to achieve a certain level of
reliability (packet error probability). The channel access delay, in turn, depends on the number of ongoing events in the platoon, the preferred number
of relay slots for each such event and the number of time-slots available for
dissemination in the hyperframe (which primarily depends on the update rate
of beacons). Consequently, for event-driven messages, the channel access delay
is not constant, since it depends on the number of events that are active at
the same time. For a platoon of N members with a hyperframe of κ timeslots,
 κ  the beacons are evenly distributed as shown in Fig. 4.5 and appear each
N time-slots in a hyperframe, where b.c is the floor function which indicates
the closest integer less than or equal to its argument. Assume that node α
needs Kα time-slots to attain the desired reliability for its event-driven message, and the time between two successive events at each node is never less
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Figure 4.6: Success probability of an event-driven message originating from
node 1 reaching all platoon members (broadcast), given a set of assigned timeslots and a platoon with 12 members.
 N

PK 
 α=1 α 
than  κ−N  + 1 hyperframes. The worst case is known and occurs when
all vehicles have an event and each such event is followed by the maximum
allowed set of time-slots for relaying. Constraining to not interrupt the ongoing
dissemination or periodic procedures, the worst-case dissemination delay W D
(in terms of time-slots) can be calculated as follows:
W (0) =

N
X

Kα ,

(4.3)

α=1


W (0)
W =W −
(κ − N ),
κ−N
&
'
 (0) 
W
W (1)
(0)
WD = W +
N + κ
.
κ−N
N −1
(1)

(0)



(4.4)
(4.5)

In Fig. 4.6, the probability of success for event-driven messages originating
from node 1, the leading vehicle, to all platoon members, is presented. The
selected relay nodes are {1,3} for two, {1,3,8} for three and finally {1,3,7,9}
for four time-slots. When four or more time-slots are used to disseminate the
message, the success probability is approaching 1 for all platoon members.
Given three time-slots, we see an anomaly at platoon member 8. This is due
to node 8 being selected as the relayer in the third time-slot and hence its own
performance is not improved as proved by (3.14).
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Figure 4.7: Illustration of unicast relay sequencing in a platoon of 12 nodes
To elaborate the benefit of using the optimal sequence of relayers for platooning, consider the example of a platoon of 12 members as shown in Fig. 4.7
for unicast and 4.8 for broadcast. Fig. 4.7 shows that the transmission from one
end to the other end of the platoon, using five time-slots, if vehicle members
{1, 3, 5, 8, 10} are used as the sequence of relayers, results in the probability
of error of only 1.4 × 10−6 . However, if the required reliability is lower than
4×10−4 , using four time-slots is enough to attain the required reliability. As for
broadcast, the same sequence as in Fig. 4.6 is used, but here 1 − pB is studied.
Given five time-slots, the probability of at least one member of the platoon
cannot decode the message originating from the leading vehicle is 7.2 × 10−5
if the optimal sequence is used.

4.2

Industrial Automation

Communications for industrial applications mainly consist of communicating
sensor readings towards a common controller or gateway, together with disseminating actuator commands from the controller. Most packets are therefore
short and periodic data traffic is most common, even if event-driven data traffic may become more widely spread in a close future as more nodes become
mobile. In addition, broadcast is less frequent and instead all sensors typically
target one common final destination: the central controller.
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Figure 4.8: Illustration of broadcast relay sequencing in a platoon of 12 nodes
Most existing standards aimed for use in industrial wireless sensor networks
(IWSN) are based on the IEEE 802.15.4 [5] standard, e.g. WirelessHART [6]
and ISA 100.11a [7]. The main reasons for this are that 802.15.4 has comparably low energy consumption and also that there are low-cost chipsets available
from several different vendors. However, 802.15.4 is also based on CSMA and
thereby has problems with random and unbounded channel access delays. Since
data traffic in industrial applications is mostly periodic, TDMA is often used
on top of IEEE 802.15.4, e.g. as in WirelessHART and ISA100.11a, to provide
predictable channel access delays. The information carried in each packet is
only valid until the time of the next sensor update, and thus, the deadline for
each packet often equals its period. To enhance the reliability, WirelessHART
divides the available time-slots in the TDMA hyperframe between direct transmissions, retransmissions and forwarding packets through alternative routes
using intermediate nodes. If a packet retransmission is not needed, the timeslots allocated for it will be empty since a specific transmitter-receiver pair is
pre-assigned to each time-slot. In industrial networks, relaying is therefore of
particular interest, as the source nodes often are battery-powered sensors that
need to limit the number of transmitted packets to conserve energy [33, 48].
Aiming for the optimal solution can guarantee the highest reliability. However, using ES for large number of time-slots makes the problem intractable,
and in turn, affects the total delay. If the decision regarding which relayer to
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assign, i.e., which relayer that has the best opportunity to successfully deliver
the packet, can be taken online, just before the transmission is to take place,
much can be gained. For this reason, all previous relaying strategies applied to
industrial automation has been using sub-optimal, low complexity solutions. In
the next section, a low-complexity algorithm for relay sequencing is therefore
introduced.

4.3

Low-complexity Relay Sequencing Algorithm

An optimization problem may be solved by an exact or an approximate method.
Although exact methods guarantee their optimality, they may require nonpolynomial time due to the complexity of the objective function as represented
in eq. (3.12). On the other hand, approximate (or heuristic) methods can generate high-quality solutions with reasonable complexity, but there is no guarantee
of finding a global optimal solution. The low-complexity algorithm introduced
in [49] is highly likely to find the optimal sequence of relaying nodes, in order
to minimize the overall probability of error at the receiver(s). The proposed
algorithm is a mix of simulated annealing and ant colony algorithms, as shown
in the pseudocode in Algorithm 1. The searching procedure is performed by
Pa parallel agents and divided into two phases: exploration and exploitation.
The Cost function is calculated by using (3.12) and (3.18).
In the first phase or the exploring phase, u < Ex , it is set up such that
0  e−ν log10 (CostT [p]/CostS[p]) < 1, and hence new moves are widely accepted.
The new state T [p] will replace old state S[p] if Cost(T [p]) ≤ Cost(S[p]), otherwise, T [p] will be accepted with e−ν log10 (CostT [p]/CostS[p]) as the probability
of acceptance. DataBest, the collection of lists of current best combinations,
is updated in every Ψ + 1 moves. Each of the Pa agents starts searching at
the same initial random candidate and tries to explore widely around its own
search space. The width of a new move, |Rand − S|, gradually narrows down
over time, with the rate depending on νinf , νsup , σ, Ψ as explained in [50]. The
end results of this phase are Pa separate lists DataBest[p], each of which
records a different path originating from the initial candidate.
On the other hand, the second phase or the exploiting phase, when u ≥
Ex , focuses only on the vicinity of solutions listed in DataBest. For every
agent p, after using Tabulate to determine the frequency of appearance of
each element in Best[p] stored in DataBest[p], we generate a newly derived
candidate. In the next Ψ moves, new candidates are neighbors surrounding the
derived candidate, and the best one in the bunch of Ψ + 1 moves is assigned
to Best[p]. Before recording to DataBest[p], we mix up Best[p] with random
previous Best[p0 ], p0 6= p. This is to combine the good features of all current
finding paths, but Best[p] is dominant. In this phase, DataBest also erases old
records with the rate of Dr , thus the procedure converges faster and reduces
the risk of searching around local optimums for too long. Dr → ∞ when u
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Algorithm 1 Find the Combination of Relayers
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:
36:

Initialize νinf , νsup , σ, Ψ, Pa , Dr , Ex ;
~ ← [ ], DataBest ← [ ];
∆
S ← some initial candidate;
Best ← Pa replicas of S;
for u = 1 to σ dou−1
 σ−1

ν
ν = νinf νsup
;
inf
for p = 1 to Pa do
for v = 0 to Ψ do
if u ≥ Ex then
~
∆[p]
= Tabulate(DataBest[p]);
~
T [p] = NewExploit(∆[p],
S[p], v);
if u (mod Dr ) = 0 then
Delete old records in DataBest;
else
C = (u − 1)Ψ + v;
T [p] = NewExplore(N, σΨ, C, S[p]);
if Cost(T [p]) ≤ Cost(S[p]) then
S[p] ← T [p];
else
ra ← random number uniformly in (0, 1];
if ra ≤ e−ν log10 (Cost(T [p])/Cost(S[p])) then
S[p] ← T [p];
if Cost(T [p]) < Cost(Best[p]) then
Best[p] ← T [p];
MixBest[p] ← mix up Best[p] with random previous Best[p0 ],
0
p 6= p;
DataBest[p] = DataBest[p] ∪ MixBest[p];
function NewExplore(N, T otal, Counter, S)
U nit = (N − 1)Length(S)/T otal;
Create Rand such that |Rand − S| ≤ (T otal − Counter)U nit;
return Rand
~ S, v)
function NewExploit(∆,
if v = 0 then
~
Create Rand with the frequency of appearance in ∆;
else
Randomly choose one neighbor Rand around S;
return Rand

is small and slowly decreases when the searching converges to the optimal
solution.
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One key issue in designing the heuristic algorithm is how to select appro~ S, v), or in other words,
priate neighbors Rand in function NewExploit(∆,
in the exploiting phase (u ≥ Ex ). Due to the structure of the network of relayers, at the beginning of the phase and v 6= 0, we choose two or three random
elements in S and replace them by their respective contiguous nodes. Later,
we randomly choose between the following strategies:
(i) choose a random element in S and replace by one of its contiguous nodes,
(ii) swap two random adjacent elements in S.
When the number of given time-slots increases, we may define a Tabu List to
restrict the randomness in choosing the element to be changed in S.
Note that the proposed algorithm does not depend on the topology of
the network but on the channel characteristics related to the Cost function,
and thus it is applicable for a wide range of wireless settings. It consists of a
triple nested for-loop, in which σ, Ψ and Pa are independent parameters. As
a result, the statements in the innermost loop are executed σΨPa times. In
the numerical examples below, the algorithm is highly able to find the optimal
solution with the number of inner moves Ψ = 2 and the number of agents
Pa = 10, whereas the number of outer moves σ can be as large as 1000. In
comparison, the complexity of exhaustive search is O(N K−1 ) and is thus too
complex for a large number of nodes N , or a large number of time-slots, K.

4.3.1

Numerical Examples

Firstly, we investigate the unicast scenario in various fading environments in a
regular line network of 11 nodes, by varying parameter mij in the Nakagamim distribution and the distance d (in meters) between two adjacent nodes,
as illustrated in Fig. 4.9. Messages are originating from node 1 and target
node 11, their destination node. Using the exhaustive search (ES) strategy
for N − 1 relayers given K time-slots, (N − 1)K−1 calculations of (3.12) are
needed, and thus we can only apply ES for K ≤ 7 when N = 11. Note that
when K and N are small, the complexity of ES is not necessarily worse than
the searching heuristic. To verify the suggested algorithm (SA) and its search
space, we execute it ten times in a row. The results from these ten consecutive
implementations are all the same. For the sake of simplicity, several parameters
are fixed: νinf = 10−2 , νsup = 10, Ψ = 2, Pa = 10, whereas σ, Dr and Ex
vary from situation to situation. As shown in Fig. 4.10, all results from the
proposed algorithm match the respective ones from ES. Although the structure
of the regular line network remains the same, different d and mij require
different sequences of optimal relayers. For example, given seven time-slots,
the optimal sequences of relayers are {1, 1, 3, 6, 8, 9, 10} for mij = 2, d = 100m;
{1, 1, 3, 7, 8, 9, 10} for mij = 0.5, d = 100m; and {1, 1, 3, 7, 9, 10, 10} for mij =
0.5, d = 50 m. It is also noteworthy that the direct link between node 1 and
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Figure 4.9: Illustration of a regular line network in which the distance between
two adjacent nodes is d.

Figure 4.10: Performance of the transmissions between two ends of a regular
line network of 11 nodes, comparing ES and SA strategies.
node 11 when mij = 2, d = 100m is worse than when mij = 0.5, d = 50 m;
however, when increasing the amount of relaying time-slots, the reliability of a
scenario in which mij = 2, d = 100m improves faster than when mij = 0.5, d =
50m.
Next, we consider the unicast scenario in a grid network of 55 nodes with
11 nodes in each row and mij = 0.5, ∀i, j, as shown in Fig. 4.11. For this case,
exhaustive search is not tractable. The distances (in meters) from one node to
its contiguous nodes are d horizontally and r vertically. To compare with the
respective line network of 11 nodes, node (0, 0) is chosen to be the source node
and the destination node is node (0, 10). From Fig. 4.12, it can be seen that
the grid network performs better due to its larger space diversity. Moreover,
one property of the chosen sequence of relayers is that the node closest to
the destination node appears in the last time-slot, in accord with (3.17). For
example, given nine time-slots, the resulting sequences of relayers are {(0,0),
(0,0), (0,0), (0,5), (1,9), (0,9), (-1,9), (-1,10), (1,10)} for d = 50 m, r = 25 m;
{(0,0), (0,0), (0,1), (0,3), (0,4), (0,6), (0,9), (-1,10), (1,10)} for d = 100 m,
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r = 25 m; and {(0,0), (0,0), (0,1), (0,3), (0,4), (0,8), (0,9), (-1,10), (1,10)} for
d = 100 m, r = 50 m.
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Figure 4.11: Demonstration of a grid network of 55 nodes.

Figure 4.12: Performance of the unicast scenario in a grid network of 55 nodes,
comparing to a line network of 11 nodes.
In Fig. 4.13, we consider the broadcast scenario in a regular line network
of 9 nodes in which mij = 0.5 and d = 100 m. To better illustrate the results,
1 − pB is considered instead of pB . We can see from the figure that for K < 5
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Figure 4.13: Performance of broadcasting in a regular line network of 9 nodes,
with different broadcasters.
time-slots, node 5 is the best broadcaster as its 1 − pB is minimum. However,
when K > 6, the preferable position to broadcast a message to the whole
network is node 2. Furthermore, when the number of given relaying timeslots is increased, choosing a different broadcaster does not yield much better
performance.
In a grid of 45 nodes with 9 nodes in each row, mij = 0.5, d = 100 m
and r = 50 m, the results in Fig. 4.14 lead to similar remarks as in Fig. 4.13.
For K < 5 time-slots, the best broadcaster is node (0, 4), the central node.
Yet for K > 6, node (0, 1) is in the better position to broadcast a message
to the whole network while (0, 4), the node at the center of the network, is
among the worst broadcasters. For example, with 10 time-slots, the resulting
sequence to broadcast to the whole network is {(0,1), (0,1), (0,1), (0,1), (0,2),
(0,6), (2,7), (-1,7), (0,7), (1,7)}, starting from node (0,1), whose position is
near the edge of one side of the network, rebroadcasts in a few time-slots at
first and then the later time-slots are used by distinct relay nodes on the other
side of the network. On the other hand, if node (0, 4) wants to broadcast given
10 time-slots, the resulting option is {(0,4), (0,4), (0,2), (0,6), (-1,7), (1,7),
(0,7), (1,1), (-1,1), (0,1)}, node (0, 4) repeats for one more time-slot and the
sequence keeps going back and forth to both sides of the network.
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Figure 4.14: Performance of broadcasting in a grid network of 45 nodes, with
different broadcasters.

4.4

Summary

In summary, the benefits of relay sequencing was demonstrated in a framework for reliable exchange of periodic and event-driven control messages in
platooning applications. The framework includes designated time-slots for periodic beacons by all platoon members, evenly spread in a hyperframe, and inbetween, a number of consecutive time-slots which can be used by event-driven
messages. This yields a bounded channel access delay for beacons, results in
the message age only depending on the beacon update rate and the probability
of error in direct links, and the jitter can be set to zero. Using relay sequencing
for event dissemination, messages originating from any platoon member, are
supported by a sequence of relayers. Both events with one targeted receiver
and events when the message should be received by all platoon members are
considered. Numerical results indicate that the proposed dissemination policy
significantly enhances the reliability for a given number of available time-slots,
or alternatively, reduces the delay, in terms of time-slots, required to achieve a
certain target error probability. The framework can be used both to broadcast
periodic beacons and to disseminate event-driven messages within a platoon,
without one message type causing performance degradation to the other.
To facilitate the use of relay sequencing in certain applications, a lowcomplexity heuristic algorithm for online relay assignment was proposed and
evaluated. The algorithm is highly likely to minimize the probability of error at
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the targeted receiver(s) for unicast as well as broadcast. Numerical examples
show that the algorithm yields solutions matching exhaustive search but using
less complexity, such that relay assignments can be made online also in large
networks. This makes the results more generally applicable for all types of
timely and reliable applications in wireless networks.

Chapter 5

Aggregation for All-to-All
Broadcast
All-to-all broadcast, i.e. each node in the network broadcasting messages to all
other nodes in the network, is a fundamental operation in wireless ad hoc networks [51–54]. Due to the lossy nature of wireless communications, however, a
packet originating from a specific node may not reach all other nodes in one
transmission. For many applications, the probability that all nodes successfully
decode each message originating from each other node in the network should
be above a certain threshold. This is particularly true for wireless automation and control networks, with stringent latency and reliability requirements.
Hence, it is important to use intermediate nodes to assist in broadcasting
such that a desired reliability threshold can be achieved. To introduce higher
reliability in legacy industrial control systems, which typically use a TDMA
scheme combined with deadline-aware scheduling of time slots to nodes, this
is accomplished by reserving extra time slots for retransmissions or relaying.
Simple broadcast mechanisms based on flooding can be very costly in terms
of bandwidth contention and collisions, a.k.a. broadcast storms [55]. Moreover,
using acknowledgment is not efficient and even unfeasible sometimes due to
the tremendous overhead associated with all-to-all broadcasting. Therefore,
combining packets at intermediate nodes by network coding [54] or packet
aggregation [56] into a single output packet before forwarding can bring a
lot of benefits for all-to-all broadcasting. Most notably, since the reliability
can be enhanced with maintained end-to-end latency and broadcast packets
tend to be small as compared to the size of a time-slot, packet aggregation
is often preferable, and also enables to use legacy decoders [48, 57]. However,
combinatorial designs for all-to-all broadcasting are non-polynomial problems
[53], and thus very complex to solve. In this Chapter, a relaying strategy with
packet aggregation is proposed [58] to guarantee timeliness and reliability for
45
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N timeslots for aggregates of original packets and
previous packets

t=1

t=2
μ[1] μ[2]

...

N-1

N

K timeslots for only redundant packets

N+1

N+2

...

N+K

μ[N-1] μ[N] μ[1]

Figure 5.1: The allocation of time-slots for broadcast in a super-frame in which
time-slot N + 1 conveys a big packet aggregated from L = 3 smaller packets.
all-to-all broadcast in small-area wireless networks. The resulting approach
is suitable for wireless distributed control systems, where sensor data from
several different nodes must be timely and reliably available at all places where
controller decisions are made.

5.1

Relaying with Packet Aggregation

We assume that there are totally N + K time-slots allocated for all-to-all
broadcasting in a super-frame as shown in Fig. 5.1. The first N time-slots are
allocated to the N originating nodes, which transmit their respective source
packets, possibly aggregated with one or more overheard packets. The remaining K slots are used to repeat packets that the nodes assigned to the slots
in this phase have overheard. For simplicity, it is assumed that all broadcast
packets are of the same length and thus it is possible to aggregate at most L
small broadcast packets into one larger packet (see Fig. 5.1). In other words,
each time-slot can convey L small packets. During the time of one superframe, all broadcast information is encompassed in the N original packets
µ[1], µ[2], . . . , µ[N ] transmitted in the first phase of N time-slots. All other
packets, aggregated either in the N or in the K slots, are duplicate packets to
improve the reliability. Note that a packet is only valid in its current superframe and is outdated in the next super-frame. It is assumed that the order of
the original packets is given by the application, and thus it cannot be changed
which node that is allocated to which slot in the first N time-slots. However,
the decision on which node that broadcasts which packets in which of the remaining K time-slots is made by relay sequencing before the first transmission
in each super-frame. The aim is to assign broadcasters and packets to aggregate so that after N +K time-slots, the probability of all nodes having received
all N packets is maximized.
To provide fairness between packets, the broadcaster β(t) ∈ {1, . . . , N } in
time-slot t aggregates its received packets according to the following rules:
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(1) L ≤ t ≤ N : β(t) transmits an aggregate of its own original packet µ[t]
and the L − 1 most recent packets that β(t) has decoded correctly in the
previous time-slots before t.
(2) N < t ≤ N + K: β(t) aggregates any packets among its L preferable
packets that β(t) has decoded correctly. Note that for N < t ≤ N + L − 1,
the broadcasters must aggregate the L−t+N most recent original packets,
so that after N + L − 1 time-slots, each packet has had at least L chances
to be broadcasted.
(3) (Optional) If any of the preferable packets cannot be decoded at a particular node, it is replaced by another random one among the remaining
successfully decoded packets.
The challenge is to select the set of preferable packets to be aggregated in
each time-slot. The repeaters in slots N < t ≤ N + K are selected while
aiming to maximize the probability Bp that all nodes successfully receive all
the broadcasted messages, using relay sequencing from Chapter 3 and the
memory-based heuristic algorithm for reduced complexity from Chapter 4.
This procedure is further explained below.
Consider an example shown in Fig. 5.1, with L = 3. If the broadcaster in
time-slot 2 can decode the packet µ[1] transmitted in time-slot 1, it aggregates
its own original packet µ[2] with a duplicate of µ[1]. The broadcaster in timeslot N + 1, however, transmits an aggregate of duplicates of µ[N − 1], µ[N ]
and µ[1] originating in time-slots N − 1, N and 1, respectively. Here µ[N − 1]
and µ[N ] are chosen as they are the most recent original packets and µ[1] is
chosen according to the strategy proposed below.
Using an N × N binary matrix A(t) to keep track of the decoding status
of all packets at all nodes in time-slot t. The value of each element in A(t) is
defined as:

1 if node s has at least one correct copy of µ[u] before time-slot t,
as,u (t) =
0 otherwise.
Furthermore, denote ai,: (t) as the i-th row of A(t) and a:,j (t) as the j-th
column of A(t). The probability that each node in the network successfully
decodes the packets originating from all the other nodes after N + K timeslots, is equivalent to the probability that all elements in A(N + K) are equal
to 1 or A(N + K) = 1N,N , where 1N,N denotes the N × N matrix in which
every element is equal to one.
To better illustrate the whole scheme, consider an example shown in Fig. 5.2
where N = 4, K = 2 and L = 3. In the first time-slot, node S1 transmits its
original packet µ[1] but only node S3 can receive µ[1] correctly. As S2 is not
able to decode µ[1] in the first time-slot, node S2 only transmits its own original
packet µ[2] in the second time-slot, which can be decoded only by node S4 .
In time-slot 2, the third row of A(2), or a3,: (2), is [1, 0, 0, 0], hence, node S3
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Figure 5.2: An example of time-slot allocation for N = 4, K = 2 and L = 3.
The redundant time-slots 5 and 6 are allocated for node S3 and S4 , respectively.
broadcasts in time-slot 3 a packet in which aggregates µ[3] and µ[1]. In timeslot 3, the fourth row of A(3), or a4,: (3), is [1, 1, 1, 0], but as L = 3, node S4
broadcasts an aggregate of µ[2], µ[3] and µ[4] in time-slot 4, following rule 1.
At the beginning of the second phase, S3 is chosen to be the broadcaster in
time-slot 5. Although S3 has received packets of all other nodes, it aggregates
only the packets originating from S2 , S3 and S4 , following rule 2. Similarly,
S4 transmits in time-slot 6 a packet aggregating µ[1], µ[2] and µ[4]. Therefore,
at the end A(6) = 1N,N . Note that the decision to transmit packet µ[2] in
time-slot 5 and µ[1], µ[2] in time-slot 6 is made using the strategy as explained
below in Section 5.2.

5.2

Selecting Relayers and Preferable Packets to
Aggregate

In this section, we first derive the probability that each node successfully decodes all original messages µ[1], µ[2], . . . , µ[N ] at the end of the super-frame
when rule 3 is not used. In other words, we will derive and maximize Bp =
Pr {A(N + K) = 1N,N }. Using this expression for Bp , algorithms to allocate
the broadcasters and select the preferable packets to aggregate to achieve a
sufficient Bp can be proposed.
Suppose that in one super-frame, the packet µ[u] is assigned to be transmitted in Tu preselected time-slots tk [u], k = 1, 2, . . . , Tu . Here tk [u] denotes the
time-slot in which packet µ[u] is broadcasted for the k-th time. The sequence
hαl [u]ih≤l≤k is an ordered list of sub-elements aβ(tk [u]),u (tk [u]) in a:,u (tk [u]),
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representing the chronological status of decoding the packet µ[u] at its respective broadcasters hβl [u]ih≤l≤k . We denote tΛ(k) [u] as the immediate previous time-slot prior to tk [u] when β(tk [u]) is the broadcaster of µ[u], i.e.,
β(tk [u]) = β(tΛ(k) [u]). Λ(k) = 0 if tk [u] is the first time that β(tk [u]) is used
for broadcasting µ[u], and thus α0 [u] = 0, ∀u. Using the same arguments as
in eqs. (3.5) to (3.10) in Chapter 3, the probability that the event αk [u] takes
place in time-slot tk [u], given that all previous events of broadcasting µ[u] are
known, can be derived as follows:
h
i
Pr αk [u] = 0 hαl [u]i1≤l≤k−1 , αΛ(k) [u] = 1 = 0,
(5.1)
h
i
Pr αk [u] = 1 hαl [u]i1≤l≤k−1 , αΛ(k) [u] = 1 = 1,
(5.2)
h
i
Pr αk [u] = αΛ(k) [u] Λ(k) = k − 1, k 6= 0 = 1,
(5.3)
h
i
Pr αk [u] 6= αΛ(k) [u] Λ(k) = k − 1, k 6= 0 = 0,
(5.4)
h
i
Pr αk [u] = 0 hαl [u]i1≤l≤k−1 ,αΛ(k) [u] = 0
i
h
= Pr αk [u] = 0 hαl [u]iΛ(k)+1≤l≤k−1
k−1
Y

=



pβ(tl [u])β(tk [u])

αl [u]

(5.5)

,

l=Λ(k)+1

h
i
Pr αk [u] = 1 hαl [u]i1≤l≤k−1 ,αΛ(k) [u] = 0
h
i
= Pr αk [u] = 1 hαl [u]iΛ(k)+1≤l≤k−1
=1−

k−1
Y



pβ(tl [u])β(tk [u])

αl [u]

.

(5.6)

l=Λ(k)+1

Equations (5.1) to (5.6) can be substituted by a simplified expression as follows:
h
i
Pr αk [u] hαl [u]i1≤l≤k−1 =

k−1
Y


αl [u](1−αΛ(k) [u])
pβ(tl [u])β(tk [u])

l=Λ(k)+1

− αk [u] − αΛ(k) [u] . (5.7)
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Therefore, a:,u (tu [Tu ]) = 1N,1 , i.e., the event that all nodes receive at least
one correct copy of the packet µ[u] after Tu transmission attempts, has the
probability as shown in (5.8) below.
i
h
X
Pr {a:,u (tu [Tu ]) = 1N,1 } =
Pr a:,u (tu [Tu ]) = 1N,1 hαk [u]i1≤k≤Tu
∀hαk [u]i2≤k≤Tu
∈{0,1}Tu −1

×

Tu
Y

h
i
Pr αk [u] hαl [u]i1≤l≤k−1

k=1

=

N
Y

X

TY
u −1

1 − αΛ(Tu ) [u] −

∀hαk [u]i2≤k≤Tu s=1



pβ(th [u]) s

αh [u](1−αΛ(Tu ) [u])

h=Λ(Tu )+1

∈{0,1}Tu −1

×

TY
u −1

j−1
Y

j=2

l=Λ(j)+1



pβ(tl [u])β(tj [u])

αl [u](1−αΛ(j) [u])

− αj [u] − αΛ(j) [u] .
(5.8)

As as,u (tu [Tu ]) = as,u (N + K), the probability Bp that all nodes successfully
receive the broadcast message is:
Bp = Pr {as,u (N + K) = 1, ∀s, u ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N }}
=

N
Y

Pr {a:,u (tu [Tu ]) = 1N,1 } .

(5.9)

u=1

Given that the sequence of broadcasters in the first phase of N time-slots
is fixed and using (5.9) as an objective function to maximize, a wide range of
combinatoric algorithms can be applied to find solutions for the second phase
of K time-slots. In this work, however, two simple algorithms are considered
as follows:
Greedy search: makes the locally best choice in each time-slot. Although a
greedy algorithm in general is not guaranteed to find the globally optimal
solution, it may yield a local optimal one in polynomial time. In this
specific
problem, using
greedy search yields the worst-case complexity of


N
.
2
N
K
,
where
represents
the binomial coefficient.
L
.
Memory-based heuristic: in Chapter 4, a low-complexity algorithm is proposed. Although it is more complex than greedy search, it has a much
higher chance to find a globally optimal solution, and on average, yields
much better results as compared to greedy search.
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Figure 5.3: Verifying the analysis by simulation with various L.

5.3

Numerical Examples

Firstly, we consider a regular line network of eight nodes where the distance
between two adjacent nodes is dij = 50 m. The path loss exponent ζP L = 3.5
and mij = 2, ∀i, j are used. In Fig. 5.3 verification of the derived analysis of
eqs. (5.7) to (5.9) is presented, by performing respective Monte-Carlo simulations with and without rule 3. Due to complexity, however, the simulations
are conducted only on the combinations of relayers that have been selected by
means of the greedy search algorithm. As shown in the figure, the analytical
expressions match the simulation results. The simulations also show that introducing rule 3 does not yield any gain in terms of Bp . This suggests that
randomly adding packets to aggregate when the preferred ones have not been
overheard does not help the nodes to successfully decode all original messages
transmitted from all other nodes in the network.
In Fig. 5.4, we compare the performance of the two proposed algorithms and
benchmark them with exhaustive search in a regular line network of four nodes
where L = 2, the path loss exponent ζP L = 4 and mij = 1, ∀i, j. Exhaustive
search can only be performed for five or fewer time slots, due to complexity
reasons. The memory-based search algorithm is repeated ten times to provide
samples which are 99% confident. As shown in the figure, the memory-based
search algorithm performs very close to the optimal exhaustive search, but
at manageable complexity. The greedy algorithm also gives acceptable results
with much lower complexity. Finally, we can see that given eight redundant
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Figure 5.4: Comparison of different searching algorithms, L = 2.
time-slots, all nodes receive all four packets with the probability of error less
than 10−8 although the distance between the end nodes in the line network is
270 meters.

5.4

Summary

In conclusion, a relaying scheme with packet aggregation was proposed and
evaluated that is suitable for half-duplex all-to-all broadcast in time-critical
ultra-reliable wireless networks. Moreover, closed-form analytical expressions
for the probability that each node successfully decodes all original packets of
the other nodes were derived. Numerical examples and simulations have verified the correctness of the derivation. The simulation results also show that
randomly choosing the packets to aggregate does not help to increase the probability of all-to-all successful decoding. The resulting approach is suitable for
wireless distributed control systems, where sensor data from several different
nodes must be timely and reliably available at all places where controller decisions are made. It can be concluded that the scheme achieves ultra-reliable
low-latency communications in wireless networks. In addition, it also has another added benefit. Aggregating packets implies constructing longer blocks of
data and thereby also enabling the use of more efficient error control codes,
which may increase the reliability further.

Chapter 6

Relay Clustering
There is one major drawback of the proposed relaying scheme so far, namely,
the silence of relayers if they cannot overhear the transmitted message correctly, and hence, the assigned slots are wasted. In this Chapter, a new protocol
based on clustering is proposed to overcome this drawback.
Notation: Lower and upper boldface letters are used to denote column
vectors and matrices, respectively. The superscript (.)T is used to represent the
transpose operation. The notation x:,j denotes the j-th column of X and [X]l,k
stands for the element in the l-th row, k-th column of matrix X. Operators ¬
and ∧ represent the logical ‘not’ and ‘and’, respectively.
Consider the same wireless network as shown in Fig. 2.1 and also assume
that time is slotted. A message transmitted from the source node S to the
destination D is assigned some K time-slots. The value of K depends on the
requirements on delay and reliability for that particular type of message. However, in this Chapter, a group of nodes g(k) is assigned to share the permission
to transmit in time-slot tk , as shown in Fig. 6.1. Note that a particular node
can be part of more than one group.
Suppose that there are totally Fk nodes in group g(k) . However, at most
one node in g(k) transmits in time-slot tk . This can be done if the groups are
gathered such that each node in a group can perfectly detect the transmissions
of all other nodes in the same group by carrier sensing at the beginning of the
time-slot (Fig. 6.2), and each node in the group is assigned a unique priority.
Moreover, assume that the number of nodes in each group is small enough such
that the total carrier-sensing time in each time-slot is negligible as compared
to the transmission time. We sort g(k) based on a particular priority order.
(k)
In time-slot tk , if g1 , which has the highest priority, can correctly decode
the packet by overhearing in time-slots prior to tk , it will relay the packet
in time-slot tk . Due to the assumption of perfect detection in group g(k) ,
(k)
all other nodes in the group remain silent while g1 is transmitting. If all
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Figure 6.1: Choosing K groups of relayers in an intermittently connected network.
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1
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Figure 6.2: Allocation of time-slots to K groups of relayers and priorities to
transmit within group g(1) .
(k)

(k)

(k)

(k)

the higher-priority nodes g1 , g2 , . . . , gf −1 cannot, while gf
(k)
gf

can, decode

the packet,
will become the transmitter in time-slot tk . Note that if Fk =
1, ∀k, this cluster-relaying strategy is equivalent to the relay sequencing scheme
proposed in Chapter 3. Therefore, in this Chapter, the close-form expression
for the probability of error of this cluster-relaying strategy is derived and
compared with the relaying scheme proposed in Chaper 3. Further, based on
the optimal relay sequence for Fk = 1, ∀k, it can be decided on how to divide
the nodes into groups and how to prioritize in each group to improve the
probability of error. It should be noted, however, that a complete optimization
of the relay clustering problem is not provided. Such an optimization would
include the optimal partition of nodes into clusters and how to prioritize them.
This problem would be too complex and also too application specific to be
useful, since it depends on the network topology, the applications deadlines and
reliability requirements. Instead, a numerical example is provided, to highlight
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the usefulness of clustering to achieve higher reliability given the same number
of time-slots.

6.1

Analysis of the Probability of Error

In this section, we derive the probability that after K time-slots the destination D still cannot receive a correct copy of the transmitted packet. For
simplicity, denote g(0) = S, g(K+1) = D. Thus, F0 = FK+1 = 1. Further,
h
iT
T
T
T
define Γ = S, g(1) , g(2) , . . . , g(K) , D
as the concatenation of all eleK+1
P
(k)
ments in all groups. Note that |Γ| =
Fk is the length of Γ and node gf
 k−1
 k=0
P
is represented by the
Fk0 + f -th element in Γ. Inversely, suppose that
k0 =0


k−1
k
k−1
P
P
P
0
0
0
Fk < i ≤
Fk , Γi is equivalent to the node priority i −
Fk -th

k0 =0

in g

k0 =0

(k)

k0 =0

. Define:

• r as the binary vector of receiving events at all nodes in all groups,

 1 if node Γi has at least one correct copy of the packet
before time-slot tk , (6.1)
ri =

0 otherwise.
• hrj ih≤j≤l as the sequence of sub-elements rh , rh+1 , . . . , rl in r.
• τ as the binary vector of transmitting events at all nodes in all groups,

1 if node Γi transmits in time-slot tk ,
τi =
(6.2)
0 if node Γi remains quiet in time-slot tk .
• Λ(i) < i as the largest index in Γ such that Γi = ΓΛ(i) . Λ(i) = 0 if node
Γi does not appear in Γ prior to i, and thus r0 = 0.
(k)

According to the proposed protocol, node gf
(k)

(k)
g2 ,

will transmit in time-slot tk

(k)
gf −1

fail to decode the packet, while
k−1
P
can correctly decode the packet. Defining  =
Fk0 , we have:

if all higher-priority nodes
gf

(k)
g1 ,

. . .,

k0 =0

τi = ¬r+1 ∧ ¬r+2 ∧ . . . ∧ ¬r+f −1 ∧ r+f .
Due to the definitions of ri in (6.1) and Λ(i), we have:
h
i
Pr ri = 0 hrj i1≤j≤i−1 , rΛ(i) = 1 = 0,
h
i
Pr ri = 1 hrj i1≤j≤i−1 , rΛ(i) = 1 = 1,

(6.3)

(6.4)
(6.5)
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The status of receiving the packet depends merely on which nodes have transmitted it earlier, and thus
i
i
h
h
Pr ri = 0 hrj i1≤j≤i−1 , rΛ(i) = 0 = Pr ri = 0 hrj iΛ(i)+1≤j≤i−1
i−1
Y

=


 τj
pΓj Γi
,

(6.6)

j=Λ(i)+1

i
h
i
h
Pr ri = 1 hrj i1≤j≤i−1 , rΛ(i) = 0 = Pr ri = 1 hrj iΛ(i)+1≤j≤i−1
i−1
Y



τj

.

(6.7)

Note that if the same node Γi subsequently appears in Γ, we get
i
h
Pr ri = rΛ(i) Λ(i) = i − 1, i 6= 1 = 1,
h
i
Pr ri 6= rΛ(i) Λ(i) = i − 1, i 6= 1 = 0.

(6.8)

=1−

pΓj Γi

j=Λ(i)+1

(6.9)

All eqs. (6.4) to (6.9) can be substituted by a simplified expression as follows:
i−1
Y

h
i
Pr ri hrj i1≤j≤i−1 =



pΓj Γi

τj (1−rΛ(i) )

− ri − rΛ(i) .

(6.10)

j=Λ(i)+1

Applying the chain rule, the probability that r|r| = 0, i.e., the destination node
D cannot receive the packet after K time-slots, is as follows:
h
i
Pr r|r| = 0 =

X

h
h
i |r|−1
i
Y
Pr rl hrj i1≤j≤l−1
Pr r|r| = 0 hri i1≤i≤|r|−1

∀hrh i2≤h≤|r|−1

l=2

∈{0,1}|r|−2
|r|−1

=

X

Y

∀hrh i2≤h≤|r|−1 l=2

l−1
Y



pΓj Γl

τj (1−r

Λ(l)

)

− rl − rΛ(l)

j=Λ(l)+1

∈{0,1}|r|−2
|r|−1

Y



pΓi Γ|r|

τi (1−r

Λ(|r|)

)

− rΛ(|r|) .

i=Λ(|r|)+1

(6.11)

6.2

Numerical Results

In this section, we investigate numerical examples of relay clustering in both
unicast and broadcast in a regular line network of 11 nodes, using two specific
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scenarios: {ζP L = 4, mij = 1} and {ζP L = 3.5, mij = 2}. The distance between
two adjacent nodes is 30 meter. Therefore, the scenario {ζP L = 4, mij = 1}
represents a case such that the direct link between node S and D is completely
unreliable, or in other words, pSD ≈ 1. In contrast, {ζP L = 3.5, mij = 2} is
a case where direct links between nodes are intermittently available. Other
parameter settings follow the empirical results in [35], i.e. N0 = −99 dBm, and
θth = 11 dB for QPSK modulation and code rate 3/4. The optimal sequences
of relayers for Kj = 1, ∀j, are selected using ES and represented as “Optimal
for No Clustering” in all figures.
We consider four clustering strategies, each with two nodes in each cluster,
Kj = 2, ∀j, as follows:
(k)

Secondary Backward: g1 is selected from “Optimal for No Clustering”,
(k)
(k)
and g2 is the nearest node to g1 on the source side;
(k)

Secondary Forward: g1 is selected from “Optimal for No Clustering”, and
(k)
(k)
g2 is the nearest node to g1 on the destination side;
(k)

Primary Backward: g2 is selected from “Optimal for No Clustering”, and
(k)
(k)
g1 is the nearest node to g2 on the source side;
(k)

Primary Forward: g2 is selected from “Optimal for No Clustering”, and
(k)
(k)
g1 is the nearest node to g2 on the destination side.

6.2.1

Unicast

In this subsection, unicast scenarios in which messages originate from node 1
and target destination node 11 are considered. Firstly, consider the scenario
{ζP L = 4, mij = 1}. As shown in Fig. 6.3, the analytical results match their
respective simulated ones. Further, it can be seen that apart from the strategy
“Primary Backward”, all other clustering schemes are better than “Optimal for
No Clustering”. Among all proposed strategies, “Primary Forward”, which is
the most aggressive scheme towards the destination, gives the best results. An
aggressive strategy in this context implies that a relay node in the sequence
is selected based on having a good channel to the next relay node in the
sequence even though it does not have the best chance to receive data from
the previous node in the sequence. Stated differently, as soon as the relay node
located closest to the destination actually manages to get a correct copy, it
should be allowed to relay. The optimal relay sequencing, i.e., no clustering,
then becomes a fall-back option, in case the more aggressive option does not
work. This trend becomes even more apparent in case of better direct links,
{ζP L = 3.5, mij = 2}, as shown in Fig. 6.4.
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Figure 6.3: Probability of error in transmissions between two ends of a regular
line network of 11 nodes, ζP L = 4, mij = 1.

Figure 6.4: Probability of error in transmissions between two ends of a regular
line network of 11 nodes, ζP L = 3.5, mij = 2.

6.3. SUMMARY

6.2.2
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Broadcast

Using pB from (3.18), broadcast scenarios in which node 1 is the message
originator are examined in Fig. 6.5 and Fig. 6.6. The same conclusions as for
unicast remain valid: “Primary Backward” is the worst, “Primary Forward” is
the best, while “Secondary Backward” and “Secondary Forward” are slightly
better than “Optimal for No Clustering”. Note that in the scenario {ζP L =
3.5, mij = 2}, the performance of “Primary Forward” in unicast (Fig. 6.4) is
worse than broadcast (Fig. 6.5) when the number of time-slots is larger than 4.
This is due to that the relay sequence “Optimal for No Clustering” in unicast
is not the same as the one for broadcast. However, this also provides a clue
that the optimal relay sequence with clustering does not necessarily relate to
“Optimal for No Clustering” – and hence even better sequences can likely be
found using exhaustive search or even a low complexity search algorithm.

6.3

Summary

This Chapter proposes a relay sequencing scheme in which each relayer in the
sequence is aided by a set of cluster members for increased reliability. Within
each cluster, only one of the members actually transmits in the assigned timeslot, and all the others are used as backups to prevent time-slots from being empty. The members of the cluster are prioritized according to different
strategies, where the relayer with the highest priority can access the time-slot
immediately if it has a correct copy of the packet. All relayers in the cluster
with lower priority sense the channel during a time interval proportional to
their priority. Hence, if a relayer with lower priority transmits in a particular
time-slot, it is only because all nodes with higher priorities failed to receive a
correct copy of the packet. Four different relay clustering strategies are evaluated, where all of them originate from the optimal relay sequence without
clustering and adding another node one or two steps closer to the source or
to the destination. Closed-form analytical expressions for the probability that
the destination successfully decodes the transmitted packet were derived and
the simulations match the analytical results. All cluster strategies except using
a relayer one step behind the optimal, perform better than when no cluster
is formed. Numerical results show that this clustering scheme significantly enhances the reliability without introducing any additional time-slot.
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Figure 6.5: Probability of error in broadcasting from the first node of a regular
line network of 11 nodes, ζP L = 4, mij = 1.

Figure 6.6: Probability of error in broadcasting from the first node of a regular
line network of 11 nodes, ζP L = 3.5, mij = 2.

Chapter 7

Conclusions
Applications requiring information interchanged in a timely and reliable manner are becoming ubiquitous. The usual approach when packets are lost or
corrupted, is to retransmit them, but the deadline constraint makes this impractical. Consequently, other methods to improve reliability has to be used.
In most application areas, some additional practical constraints must be considered. Such constraints imply, e.g., that a particular protocol standard has
to be used, or that there are some constraints on battery power, complexity,
form factor and the number of available antennas or that the location of the
nodes is fixed by the application. Hence complex communication solutions are
often not possible. In addition, existing networks are too expensive to replace,
and thus wireless networks must be designed to co-exist with existing wired
networks. Most wired networks which deals with time sensitive applications
assigns time-slots to specific transmitters using a predefined schedule. Hence,
using a solution which assigns each time-slot exclusively to one transmitter,
and doing so on top of commercially available chipsets has many advances.
To address these issues, the work in this thesis focuses on relaying to increase the reliability of data from e.g., distributed control systems before a
given deadline in terms of a set of time-slots. Existing research on the relay
assignment problem has mainly considered achievable data rate as the sole
performance measure and very few publications consider relaying for delaysensitive applications. This work proposes relay sequencing, including full analyses of the resulting error probability and delay. It differs from existing works
in that it considers both unicast as well as broadcast and assumes that all
nodes can overhear each other (i.e., nodes are within range but channels can
be in outage due to fading), as opposed to separating source nodes, relay nodes
and destination nodes into three disjoint sets. The proposed relaying scheme
is suitable for distributed control applications using general wireless networks
applied in confined areas. Relay sequencing assumes that each message is supported by a set of time-slots for increased reliability. The problem of how to
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maximize the reliability of real-time messages given a fixed deadline, can then
be reformulated into how to make best use of a set of available time-slots.
For each information flow, whether it is broadcast or unicast, with one or several hops, an optimal sequence of relayers is provided, which maximizes the
reliability at the targeted receiver(s) before a given deadline or, alternatively,
minimizes the latency given a certain target error rate.
The thesis further proposes a method to convey the relay sequence to the
involved relayers, a way for event-based relaying to co-exist with periodic,
static traffic and a low-complexity algorithm which enables the relay sequence
to be selected online. In addition, relay sequencing with packet aggregation
suitable for co-existing information flows in all-to-all broadcast is proposed.
The strategy assigns relayers to slots, as well as determines which packets to
aggregate in each slot. A drawback of the proposed relay sequencing scheme
is that a relayer remains silent if it cannot decode the transmitted message
correctly before its turn to transmit, and thus, the assigned time-slot is wasted.
To overcome this drawback, a clustering scheme is proposed, which represents
a backup strategy where another relay node can take over. Accordingly, closedform expressions of the probability of error are derived. The numerical results
show that this clustering scheme significantly enhances the reliability without
introducing any additional time-slot.
Consequently, this thesis work represents a significant step forwards towards providing a unifying scheduling framework able to guarantee timely
delivery with a certain reliability level for a combination of multiple information flows, unicast as well as broadcast, one hop as well as multiple hops,
which co-exists within a given time frame in a wireless network. In this thesis
aggregation and clustering has been used separately either for broadcast or for
unicast, but the main remaining issue preventing everything from being used
at the same time for coexisting heterogeneous flows is complexity.
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